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Chapter

Frequency-Power Control of
VSWTG for Improved Frequency
Regulation
Asma Aziz and Aman Than Oo

Abstract

With increasing wind energy penetration and impending grid codes, it is
important to enable wind-based power plants to provide sensitive frequency
response in grids that may experience irregular frequency fluctuations with noise
induced. Transient low-frequency deviations are handled by inertial control, while
active power frequency response controller is needed for high-frequency control. A
frequency processor-based frequency-active power set point controller architecture
for variable speed wind turbine generator (VSWTG) is presented in this paper. Grid
frequency processor based on moving averaged frequency and dynamic dead-band
is tested for two different grid codes. Generated active power set point is provided
to a modified torque-pitch control loop in type 3 and type 4 variable speed wind
turbine generator generic models. Delay model of hydro system in a single area load
frequency control is applied to investigate frequency support from proposed fre-
quency response controller-based VSWTG. Area frequency response along with
VSWTG electrical power support is compared with other droop-based VSWTG
model to establish the superiority of proposed frequency-active power controller-
based VSWTG over other droop-based VSWTG models.

Keywords: frequency response, VSWTG, active power control, frequency grid
code, load frequency control

1. Introduction

Deteriorating power quality due to frequency variations can pose risk of severe
economic impacts on a big interconnected electrical network like Australian
national electricity market (NEM). In case of rare contingency event like that of
2009 blackout in Victoria [1], load shedding at high level is permissible for fre-
quency regulation and electrical system stability, but for control area like South
Australia having wind penetration as high as 70% in some of the days or islanding-
prone area like Tasmania, regular load shedding is not acceptable due to high-
frequency excursions. Frequency regulation is imperative when ratio of highest
contingency loss to system size is relatively high. For large interconnected network
like NEM, this ratio is low, but for state network like Tasmania or South Australia
where islanding probability is more and there has high wind penetration, frequency
regulation from participating frequency-responsive generating plants is highly
important on a daily basis.
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System frequency is regulated by injecting active power into electric grid
through power plants. This control is indispensable for stable operation of grid
ensuring continuous adaptation of generation to demand. Under a wide range of
ambient conditions, frequency-responsive power plants are expected to provide
automatic power variation with frequency deviation within a given time frame and
ramp limit. The conventional power plants which remain connected to grid even in
case of frequency deviations accomplish active power-frequency control through
turbine governors’ reaction to nominal synchronous speed deviations and the
respective boiler-turbine frequency-responsive controls. Dead-band and speed
droop are two significant parameters in conventional turbine governor action dur-
ing system event [2]. Long-term system frequency regulation fidelity is highly
dependent upon implemented dead-band. Governor dead-band is detrimental to
minimum frequency variation needed before the governor action is activated. The
relative frequency deviation with respect to the relative change in power output
defined as speed droop is always positive for stable regulation. Factors like available
headroom, maximum-minimum power capacity of generating units, and power set
point enabling frequency operating modes directly affect the total frequency-
responsive reserve amount. A generator operating at its maximum generating
capacity has almost negligible headroom and is therefore unable to provide any
frequency-responsive operation irrespective of governor droop being enabled.

In order to get an emulated synchronous generator-like response,
abovementioned parameters like droop, dead-band, and headroom are needed to be
considered in variable speed wind turbine generator (VSWTG) generic modeling
for frequency-active power control. The generic models are functional models
appropriate for the investigation with lower simulation period for large-scale power
systems. These generic models can sufficiently represent all dynamics associated
with the impact of active power variations in the time range of 50 ms to 100 min.
Based on trends in the connection process globally, doubly fed induction generator-
based type 3 and full converter-based type 4 VSWTG are dominating renewable
energy market. Different type 3 VSWTGmodels [3–5] exist in literature studies, but
wind turbine and wind power plant (WPP) model still lack standardization, and
works are in progress. Various software like PSLF, PSS-E, DlgSILENT, etc., have
been used for implementing these models. An official version of second generation
WECC models was released in 2014, but their adoption has not been up to the
desired level as not every type of VSWTG model can be applied in every study [6].
Even though VSWTG model characterization development has been fundamentally
accomplished, development of plant controllers especially regarding frequency
response control is still under developing stage.

The impending system inertia reduction with increased integration of power
electronics-based wind power plants has led transmission system operators (TSO) to
establish new grid codes for frequency-based ancillary services from wind farms in
big interconnected electrical grid. Grid codes like that of the UK [7] require a response
fromwind farms under normal conditions and limited up/down response under high-
frequency conditions. In case of TSO commanded restriction on active power output,
Irish grid code implies all grid-integrated generating units to be capable of operating
at a reduced output level. According to Australia’s national electricity market (NEM),
it is compulsory for generators ≥30 MW to participate in frequency control ancillary
services [8]. Operation of the VSWTGs in maximum power tracking mode results in
zero spinning reserve for utilization in frequency regulation. In view of compulsory
grid code frequency support, this power electronics-based VSWTG requires modified
active power control algorithm to support regulation services. Frequency-active
power control model is an auxiliary control algorithm implemented in individual
wind turbine generator control loop for providing controllable power reserve on
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demand in the form of spinning reserve or power ramp rate limit to respond to system
frequency deviations. Wind turbine active power frequency regulation analysis has
received considerable research focus in the form of inertial control and primary
frequency control analysis either at individual wind turbine level or at wind farm level
[9–14]. Most of the past researches focus on modifying individual turbine control
algorithm for analyzing primary frequency control capabilities from wind turbines.
These algorithms focus on either achieving de-loaded performance [15–18] to
enhance VSWTG’s frequency regulation capability or investigated feasibility of droop
control on frequency stability [19–24]. The basic idea behind most of the droop-based
studies for emulating primary frequency response and inertial response studies is to
add an additional signal, sensitive to frequency to the speed or torque controller
which appears as reference power set point in VSWTG model, thereby momentarily
increasing the wind turbine output power. However, the output reference power set
points from these controls are not grid code compatible.

Power set points are the target for required electrical energy generation from
wind plants. These targets can be based on available wind, operational mode, or
required frequency response. Active power set point characteristics and the
expected behavior of the different generating units under different set points are
defined in country-specific grid codes. Centralized wind farm control for active
power set point distribution to individual turbines from wind farm controller was
presented in [25]. In this model, wind turbines receive power set point distributed
through a centralized wind farm controller which is provided by transmission
system operator, and wind turbines did not individually respond to frequency
excursions at their terminals. Another research study for active power control of
wind turbine presented a control system for tracking a power reference and pro-
vides a primary frequency response with constant droop in the absence of any dead-
band with diminishing turbine structure loading [26]. [27] describes three de-rating
command mode for wind turbine operation as DRcmdPrated, Pavail � 1�DRcmdð ÞPrated,
and DRcmdPavail, where DRcmd is the de-rating command set point, Prated is rated
output of wind plant, and Pavail is the available wind power. In another study, three
different operating modes (de-rated, absolute spinning reserve, and relative
spinning reserve) [28] are defined. As an example, operating mode 1 is defined
as de-rated or normal such that:

Pref ¼
Poperator ∀Poperator ≤Pavail

Pavail ∀Pavail ≤Poperator

� �

In the view of above discussions, the objectives of the current paper are as
follows:

1.To present a grid frequency processor scheme based on dynamic dead-band
around moving averaged frequency instead of conventional static dead-band
for generation of continuously varying, frequency-sensitive active power
reference set point for VSWTG and its corresponding effect on system
primary frequency control.

2.Frequency-sensitive response and frequency limited sensitive response are
explored through dynamic dead-band concept and nonsymmetrical droop for
power variation at wind turbine level.

3.Grid code-sensitive frequency active power controller-based type 3 and type 4
wind turbine response is analyzed with response of frequency-dependent
linear droop controller-based wind turbine generator model.
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4.Frequency controllers’ performance is compared with and without wind
power in algorithm.

This paper is structured in the following sections. Section 2 explains the model-
ing of grid code-sensitive frequency controller for active power response in
VSWTG. Individual blocks including grid frequency processor highlighting effect
of variation of dead-band and wind turbine control loop are explained. Section 3
discusses test system load frequency control model incorporating hydro power
plant and frequency-responsive power wind power plant. MATLAB-based simula-
tion results are used to compare frequency response controller I- and frequency
response controller II-based VSWTG response.

2. Grid code-sensitive frequency controller for active power response
in VSWTG

2.1 Dead-band: static vs. dynamic

Generator droop characteristic means that generating unit will inversely change
power output level in proportion to system frequency. Responding to frequency
deviations, generating units depart from their dispatch targets according to the set
droop characteristics. This droop behavior can be avoided by implementing a dead-
band on each unit. Static dead-band is thus a symmetrical buffer zone on either side of
50/60 Hz frequency that compensates for frequency noise. Droop response of gener-
ating machine from controlling power output of machine is avoided when frequency
lies within the upper and lower dead-band range. Dynamic dead-band incorporates a
buffer zone on either side of moving averaged frequency signal instead of nominal
frequency signal. Both these dead-bands are represented in Figure 1.

2.2 Grid frequency processor background

Providing grid frequency directly to wind turbine controller will generate noise-
induced frequency-sensitive active power set point. This will result in noisy output
power, thus providing frequency response for any frequency error even due to grid
noise. Noisy power output will have an adverse effect on supplied power quality

Figure 1.
NEM mainland frequency 1045–1109 h during a contingency event [1].
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and turbine life. An analysis of electrical grid dynamics can serve as the base of grid
processing system for distinguishing different types of frequency signals. Figure 2
shows NEM mainland real frequency trace during 2009 contingency event when
3205 MW of total generation disconnected automatically, resulting in under fre-
quency load shedding across the Australian NEM interconnected system [1].

Though we could not get enough data points to represent a very clear picture
here, but still three different frequency signals 1, 2, and 3 as defined below can be
distinguished in Figure 1. Electrical grid frequency signal can be considered as
composition of three types of signals [29]:

1.Low ramping signals arising due to normal trend of generation-demand and
grid dynamics over long term of several minutes

2.High-amplitude, high-frequency range during contingency which is normally
low in occurrence

3.Low-amplitude signals in high-frequency range due to stochastic grid noise
with high occurrence rate

First two signals have very low effect on turbine life, while highly occurring type
3 noise signals have ample effect on turbine life time and should be suppressed. A
closer look at Figure 1 shows that trend frequency signals 1 are usually around the
static dead-band, while high-amplitude signal 2 is always outside the static dead-
band. Discerning these signals just on the basis of frequency through filters is not a
viable option as they are present in whole frequency signal over a time period.
Implementing a dynamic dead-band centered around the trend frequency signal in
a grid processing system would distinguish these types of signals.

2.3 Frequency processor model

A grid frequency processing system centered around moving averaged fre-
quency signal was proposed in [29]. A modified version of the frequency processor
is implemented in current study for utilization in active power set point controller
for variable speed wind turbine generator system operating under frequency-
responsive mode. Basic structure of grid frequency processor block which provides
dynamic dead-band-based processed frequency output is shown in Figure 2. Fre-
quency processor takes grid frequency at PCC and nominal frequency (50 or 60 Hz)
as input signal. Three low-pass filters and dead-band constitute the processor
model. Moving average of the measured grid frequency is termed as a trend fre-
quency which characterizes long-term behavior of grid frequency. The theoretical
moving average filter (MAF) is mathematically expressed as

Figure 2.
Basic structure of grid frequency processor.
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y i½ � ¼
1

M

X

M�1

j¼0

x iþ j½ � (1)

where x is the input frequency signal, y is the output frequency signal, and M is
the number of points in average [30]. A moving average filter will cause minimal
change to a signal whose period is long compared to the filter window length,
because the filter’s window only “sees” a small and relatively constant part of the
oscillating signal at each moment. MAF, which can be practically implemented as
the finite impulse response filter (FIR), produces lowest noise component in output
signal by equally treating all incoming signal.

A simplemoving average filter acts as a low-pass filter. A low-pass filter passes very
low frequencies with minimal change, but it reduces the amplitude of high-frequency
signals or of high-frequency components in a complex signal. A low-pass filter with a
cutoff of fCO ¼ 0:443=Tt has been used to act as MAF to construct trend frequency in
this study. Trend frequency is assumed to lie within the dead-band, so selecting the
trend filter time constant between 8 and 30 s will provide a cutoff frequency 50�0.015
to 50�0.05 Hz. The time constant for prefilter is taken as 0.5 s which gives a cutoff
frequency of 50�0.89 Hz. This time constant will ensure filtering under normal fre-
quency variation just before the under-frequency load shedding (UFLS) as shown in
Figure 1. Trend frequency signal is subtracted from prefiltered measured frequency,
and resulting absolute frequency difference is then passed through dead-band algo-
rithm. The dead-band algorithm dynamically limits the range of the input signal
according to the upper and lower dead-band limits. If DB-UP ≤ FFilter � Ftrendj j >
DB-DN, output is set to zero. If FFilter � Ftrendj j >DB-UP, the output appears as the
input shifted down by the DB-UP. If FFilter � Ftrendj j < the DB-DN, output appears as
input signal shifted down by the DB-DN, as indicated in Figure 3.

Flowchart for basic frequency processor algorithm is shown in Figure 3. Figure 4
shows the measured grid frequency and processed out frequency for different
threshold values for selector switch. These threshold values are selected based on
different upper and lower dead-band limits. For example, for a system with dead-
band limit of �0:03 Hz, threshold is selected as 0.03. In this study, an upper dead-
band of 0.015 Hz which is the standard value for most of the TSO [31, 32] and lower
dead-band of 0.001 Hz are selected, so 0 is selected as the threshold value. As per
NERC policy, total dead-band applied should be limited to 0.035 [33].

Output processed frequency is basically composition of trend frequency and
measured filtered frequency as seen in Figure 5. We can notice output processed
frequency in black color following trend frequency in green color most of the time
when dead-band output is zero, while processed frequency follows measured fre-
quency in red color whenever threshold increases above zero. As stated previously,
frequency processor is dependent upon implemented threshold value and dead-
band limits which can be set as per TSO requirements.

A 14-generator NEM model is a simplified model of the eastern and southern
50 Hz Australian electrical networks, which was originally proposed for small-signal
stability studies [34]. In the original model, there are 14 generators, 5 static VAR
compensators (SVCs), 59 busses, and 104 lines with voltage levels ranging from 15
to 500 kV. It is assumed that all thermal and hydro power plants have a standard
steam turbine governor (i.e., IEEEG1) and hydro turbine governor (i.e., HYGOV),
respectively. Figure 6 presents the grid frequency from one of the busses from
NEM model which is provided to grid frequency processor. The resulting processed
and filtered frequency is shown in Figure 7. The next section discusses the applica-
tion of grid frequency processor in different types of frequency controllers for
generating frequency-sensitive power set points.
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2.4 Frequency response controller model-I

Frequency response controller model-I as shown in Figure 8 incorporates basic
frequency processor in its structure to provide frequency response operation. This
frequency controller block can provide two types of frequency response according

Figure 4.
Grid frequency vs. processed frequency at different threshold values (presented in different colors).

Figure 3.
Algorithm for grid frequency processor.
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Figure 5.
Processed frequency, trend filter output, low-pass freq. Filter output, and DDB output when threshold applied
is >0.

Figure 6.
An example of input frequency obtained from NEM 14-generator model provided as input to frequency
processor.

Figure 7.
NEM 14-generator model processed frequency obtained from grid frequency processor.
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to the grid code as shown in Figure 9. Algorithm of this frequency response con-
troller is explained through the flowchart given in Figure 10.

2.4.1 Frequency-sensitive response mode

By setting FLAG equal to 1, frequency-sensitive response mode can be activated.
Power set point will change proportionally to both up and down frequency devia-
tion from reference frequency signal. Processed output frequency is generated
through the coordination of the trend control frequency signal and dynamic dead-
band. If measured frequency follows trend control frequency signal within dynamic
dead-band, trend frequency signal is forwarded for generating droop power
response; otherwise measured frequency signal is forwarded. VSWTG final active
power set point is generated through an algorithm implemented on frequency
response power and power demand set point.

2.4.2 Frequency limited sensitive mode

By setting FLAG equal to 0, limited frequency-sensitive response mode can be
activated to provide high-frequency response. There should not be any power

Figure 8.
Frequency response controller model-I.

Figure 9.
Frequency grid code UK [35].
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variation corresponding to the frequency changes except when the frequency
exceeds the upper limit. Insensitive mode incorporates a static dead-band around
the frequency set point. If frequency error remains within static band, trend fre-
quency signal and dynamic dead-band has no influence on output power.

Frequency response operation of the controller-I can be understood by
Figures 11 and 12. As shown in Figure 11, when working under frequency-sensitive
mode, wind frequency response controller-I provides high active power set point in
case of low system frequency and low active power set point in case of high
frequency. In limited frequency response mode, frequency response controller-I
provides only low active power set point when system frequency is more than
50.4 Hz for reduced power generation. In case of frequency being lower than
50.4 Hz, wind turbine follows the demand set point as shown in Figure 12. This
type of frequency controller is highly compatible with grid codes like that of the UK
and Australia which requires full response from wind farms under normal
conditions and limited up/down response under high-frequency conditions.

Figure 10.
Algorithm for frequency controller-I FSR and FLSR response.

Figure 11.
Example of frequency controller-I FSR and FLSR response.
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2.5 Frequency response controller model-II

Frequency control model as shown in Figure 13 implements the setting of active
power set point according to typical nonsymmetrical droop curve very similar to Irish
grid code as shown in Figure 14. Wind speed and processed frequency from basic
frequency processor block are its two inputs. A wind profile module is implemented
to provide variable wind speed as given in Figure 15 for this study. The available
wind power in per unit (p.u.) is calculated as a function of wind speed:

Pavail ¼
1

2
ρAV3 (2)

where Pavail is the wind power [W], ρ is the air density [kg/m3], v is the wind
speed [m/s], and A is the swept area [m2] of rotor disk that is perpendicular to the

Figure 12.
Another example of active power set point generated when employing frequency response controller-I in two
different modes.

Figure 13.
Frequency response controller model-II.
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wind flow [36]. Filtered available wind power is then multiplied with the power set
point received from algorithms defining respective grid codes for incoming fre-
quency. Power set point is then compared with maximum and minimum power
restrictions to generate final active power set point. Limited set point is achieved
when additional condition is imposed as IF frequency variation <0.996 AND fre-
quency variation >1.004, Pset�point EQUALS Pavail x PGrid�code. Implementation of
this restriction helps in maintaining maximum output from wind turbine in case of
limited deviation. Flowchart of this controller is given in Figure 16.

A wind power plant is running as spinning reserve will produce less power at all
wind speeds, thereby always providing a power reserve. Grid code controller will act
as spinning reserve controller to vary theWPP grid power production as per trans-
mission system operator request. In the case of wind farm operation, turbine set point
can be multiplied by active power demand provided by farm controller to generated
frequency-responsive power demand. Figure 17 shows various power set points gen-
erated through grid code compatible frequency controller-II at variable wind speed
and fluctuating grid frequency. Black color is the power set point required according
to an example grid code, while green is the available wind power. This available power
is multiplied with grid code power and limited, thereby providing a reserve power to
be used in frequency deviations. We can notice that VSWTG electrical power output
follows the limited active power set point provided from the frequency controller.

2.6 Variable speed wind turbine generator generic model

Type 3 and type 4 variable speed wind turbine generator VSWTG generic
models adopted from [37] are applied in studying frequency-responsive active

Figure 14.
Nonsymmetrical droop curve for frequency power regulation.

Figure 15.
Variable wind speed (m/s) and available wind power (p.u.) as applied in this study.
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power control. Generic models of both type 3 and type 4 VSWTG have three basic
blocks as shown in Figure 18: turbine model, generator/converter model, and elec-
trical control model. Detailed model of these blocks can be obtained from [37, 38].
With all similar components and parameters, the major distinguishing factors
between type 3 and type 4 VSWTG are in terms of electrical control model. Type 3
electrical control model is represented by flux and active current command, while
type 4 electrical control model generates a reactive current command also along
with active current command and includes a dynamic braking resistor and con-
verter current limit. During frequency response, real power has priority, so detailed
reactive power loop is not applied in both models in this study. The turbine control
system in both type 3 and type 4 frequency-responsive models has the common

Figure 16.
Flowchart depicting algorithm for frequency response controller model-II.

Figure 17.
VSWTG power set points with limited power set point as grid controller output set point and corresponding
generated power.
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objective of controlling power production while maintaining rotor speed below
minimum limit. Generic turbine control involves two control loops which receive
speed error as input and deliver two control outputs: (1) wind turbine reference
power order provided to the converter electrical control and (2) pitch reference
value to pitch controller. Rotor speed is controlled as per power command through
torque limitation in speed control loop. The current study applies a modified wind
turbine control loop which is shown in a red dotted line. One mass lumped
mechanical shaft model and detailed aerodynamic model as given in [38] are
applied in these models (Figure 19).

Power order from torque controller is altered by passing grid code frequency-
responsive active power set point PAPC through power response rate limiting block.
Different gain values are applied to torque controller in type 3 and type 4 VSWTG
and provided in the Appendix. Rotor speed error is given as input to both these
controls. Final power order (Pfinal�ord) is generated by adding grid code limited

active power set point from frequency response controller block to difference
between active power limited set point power and power order from speed con-
troller (PAPC � PinpÞ and can be represented as

Pfinal�ord ¼ PAPC þ
sTw

1þ sTw

� �

PAPC � Pinp

� �

: (3)

Ramp rate is implemented by including a washout filter whose time constant
(TwÞ is detrimental to rate limit imposed on changes in power order. Wind turbine
regulates the electrical power according to frequency-responsive final power
order Pfinal�ord

� �

. A combined torque-pitch control method utilizing PAPC is applied

in this study to obtain reserve power mode operation. Pitch compensation block
provides the necessary margin for frequency-responsive option in current study.
Pitch compensation block takes (PAPCÞ generated from frequency-responsive con-
troller instead of rated 1 p.u. reference power. Mechanical power and corresponding
shaft speed of wind turbine is controlled through pitch controller and pitch com-
pensation loop. Pitch controller enables control of aerodynamic wind power by
rotor blade pitching in order to regulate turbine torque. Maximum power of 1.2 p.u.

Figure 18.
Modular model for variable speed wind turbines.
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is available at zero pitch angle, while it is highly reduced with the highest pitch
angle. Pitch angle is obtained through a series of proportional integral (PI) regulator
and mathematically expressed by the following equations:

θcmd ¼
dðKip ω� ωref :Þð Þ

dt
þ
d Kic Pmax � Psetð Þð Þ

dt
þ Kpp ω� ωrefð Þ þ Kpc Pmax � PAPCð Þ

(4)

If 0:15 p:u:≤Pelect ≤0:75 p:u:, Then ωref ¼ �0:79131P2
elect þ 1:526046Pelect þ 0:49188:

Else If Pelect ≥0:75 p:u:, Then ωref ¼ 1:2 p:u:

Else If Pelect ≤0:15, ωref ¼ 0:689 p:u:

More details about the model and components can be referred from [37, 38]
(Figure 20).

In maximum power point tracking (MPPT) operating mode, turbine power set
point is determined, such that

Pe ¼ Koptω
3
r and Kopt ¼

0:5πR5ρ

λopt
3 Cp λopt, β0

� �

: (5)

During maximum power point tracking operational mode, wind turbine electri-
cal power output Pe is equal to MPPT power set point Popt, rotor speed ωVSWTG is
equal to ωopt, and pitch angle β ¼ β0 ¼ 0°. When turbine switches from MPPT
mode to commanded power mode, power set point Popt changes to Pfinal�order ¼ Pe.

VSWTG power drops below mechanical power, thereby increasing rotor speed to

Figure 19.
Type 3 VSWTG model with active power controller feeding power set point PAPC to power controller loop,
pitch controller loop, and speed controller loop.
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Wr. This increase in rotor speed is controlled by increasing pitch angle β to β1 which
is provided through pitch controller in coordination with pitch compensator. Con-
sequently, power-speed characteristic of wind turbine is varied which is shown in
red in Figure 21, and rotor speed settles at ωmax. To guarantee a safe switching
between MPPT mode and commanded mode and safeguard turbine operation

Figure 20.
Type 4 VSWTG model with active power controller feeding power set point PAPC to power controller loop,
pitch controller loop, and speed controller loop.

Figure 21.
Characteristics curve of type 3 VSWTG under MPPT and reserve power mode.
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beyond rated values, final power order is limited to the optimum power value
(Popt ¼ Koptω

3
r Þ. The turbine will continue to run in MPPT mode unless there is a

change in wind speed or change in active power set point from frequency controller.
Active power set point from frequency controllers is limited as per desired reserve
power of 10% in this study.

In reserve power mode operation, assume steady state condition represented by
point a for blue curve at some wind speed such that turbine mechanical power equal
to VSWTG electrical power PePfinal�order. In the case of frequency deviation due to

generation loss, frequency-responsive VSWTG’s power will increase to compensate
for this loss and may reach VSWTG rated capacity limit shown by point b in
Figure 21. Power extraction due to kinetic energy will continue until rotor speed
hits the minimum limit at point d. After this point, the mechanical power will be
more than the electrical power, and rotor will again speed up to finally settle at
point e with speed We: All interconnected grid code-compatible VSWTGs are
required to ensure a fast pitch control as well as other mechanical controller to be
able to participate in a frequency response services in an acceptable time.

2.7 Test system: single area load frequency control (LFC) model

Wind penetration in low inertia power systems or system with low primary
frequency response has an adverse effect on frequency stability. In order to explore
the frequency-responsive wind power plant footprints on the electrical grid fre-
quency regulation performance, a single area load frequency control (LFC) system
model using MATLAB/Simulink software is analyzed. Control area power system
model as shown in Figure 22 incorporates hydro power plant along with frequency-
responsive wind farm. Detailed modeling of hydro power plant is given in [2]. Since
the aim of current study is to assess the improvement provided by frequency-
responsive VSWTG model, only a brief description on load frequency modeling is
provided in this section. In conventional LFC system, frequency and active power
output of generating plants including wind power plants in a single control area is
related as

∆F sð Þ ¼ ∆PGen sð Þ þ ∆PWind sð Þ � ∆PLoad sð Þ½ �
KP

1þ STP
(6)

where TP ¼
2 ∗Heq

D ∗ f 0

� 	

is defined as the power system time constant and KP ¼ 1
D is

the power system gain.
LFC operation is accomplished through integral controller, implementing flat

frequency control which implies area control error (ACE) as change in frequency ∆f .

Figure 22.
Single area hydro governor turbine model [2] with integrated wind farm.
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ACEi ¼ ∆f (7)

∆Pci tð Þ ¼ �Ki

ð

ACEið Þdt: (8)

Changed droop setting according to wind penetration is given as

Rnew ¼
Rold

1� Lp
: (9)

On a system-base value of 5000 MW and assuming 0.05 p.u. extra support from
VSWTG during frequency excursions, wind-integrated system modified inertia
constant,Heq, is calculated as [16]

Heq ¼ Hsystem 1� Lp

� �

þHWTLp (10)

Hsystem ¼

PN

i
Sni ∗Hi

System
, where Ssystem ¼

PN
i Sni

where Hi and Si are the inertia rating and apparent power rating of individual
generating units and Lp is the wind penetration level. For frequency-responsive
wind plant, wind inertia contribution HWT to power system by providing ∆Pe extra
active power when system is subjected to step load disturbance ∆PL is calculated as

HWT ¼
�TdD
lnX � 2Heq 1� Lp

� �

2Lp
; (11)

X ¼ e
�TdD

2Heq 1�Lpð Þ 1�
∆PeLp

∆PL

� �

þ
∆PeLp

∆PL
: (12)

Total time delay Td associated with hydro governor turbine model is calculated
on the basis of delay theory originally given in [39]. Summation of governor time
constant, valve motion delay time, and turbine response time delay results in total
time delay at which minimum frequency deviation occurs after system disturbance.
Value of Td is calculated as 3.7814 s for hydro governor-turbine model with system
parameters given in [16]. System simulations are performed and compared for LFC
model with similar parameters but integrated with five different frequency-
responsive wind plant model. A comparative study is made for frequency response
and its indicators, effect on VSWTG electrical support, and corresponding rotor
speed.

The following points have been implemented in this simulation study:

1.A constant load disturbance is applied.

2.All VSWTG models are provided with the same wind speed as shown in
Figure 15.

3.Frequency response controller-I and frequency response controller-II are
implemented for VSWTG model which are shown in Figures 19 and 20.

4.Same droop setting of 0.0315 p.u. MW/p.u. Hz is used for all individual
generators including hydro and wind plants.

5.Equivalent droop setting of area 1 changes with wind penetration. A 10% wind
penetration is used in simulation.
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6.The same system inertia is applied in control area model.

All simulation parameters including LFC system parameters are provided in the
Appendix.

3. Results and discussions

3.1 Comparison of frequency controller response

Frequency-sensitive response is studied for step load change and with/without
considering available wind power in power set point generation algorithm. In
Figure 23a, b, it can be noticed that for any frequency variation outside the dead-
band limit, there is a change in active power set point, and VSWTG tracks this
power set point with some delay. When available wind power is not considered in
algorithm, output power set point tracks demand set point. To investigate the effect
of the available wind on frequency controller-I FSR output, power set point algo-
rithm is modified such that

If
FGrid

Fset�point
>0:996

� �

AND
FGrid

Fset�point
< 1:004

� �

,Pset�point EQUALS Pavail�wind,

else power set point is set as per the algorithm shown in flowchart.
In can be seen in Figure 23b that power set point tracks available wind power

during normal frequency variation but changes during frequency disturbance. Its
value then depends upon maximum value out of droop power or demand set points.
VSWTG output traces the provided power set point, but inclusion of wind power
can add to significant delay in VSWTG processing. Figure 23c shows the
frequency-sensitive limited response where a constant power set point is provided
if frequency deviation is within a set limit. Frequency-sensitive limited response is
provided in the form of power set point variation only when the frequency devia-
tion is more than the set limit: 50.4 in current study. Figure 23e shows the
frequency-sensitive limited response when frequency increases above 50.4 Hz in
the form of decreased power set point from frequency controller. Figure 23d pre-
sents the frequency controller-II response. Unlike frequency controller FSR
response, where power set point tracks the demand set point, frequency controller-
II power set point is highly dependent upon grid code power requirement, available
wind power, and demand set points. It can be noticed that under all similar param-
eters and limitation, VSWTG output during frequency disturbance is reduced when
wind power is considered in algorithm.

3.2 Comparison of frequency-sensitive type 3 and type 4 VSWTG response

Control area frequency variation under the effect of frequency controller-based
wind plants is analyzed in this section. Type 3 and type 4 VSWTG electrical output
and rotor speed are also presented when operating under frequency-sensitive power
set point. Figure 24a and b gives the system frequency when 10% penetration of
frequency-sensitive grid code compatible type 3 wind plant is integrated along with
hydro plant. Maximum frequency drop is 49.99 Hz for 0.01 p.u. load disturbance,
while it increases up to 49.83 Hz for 0.1 p.u. load disturbance. The best frequency
response under low load condition is observed for frequency controller-II-based
type 3 VSWTG integration, while at higher load disturbance, frequency nadir point
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is slightly increased under wind power and variable droop-based frequency
controller-II. Frequency nadir point is nearly the same when type 3 VSWTG is
working under frequency controller-I. Frequency controller-II performance in
terms of frequency nadir point is slightly deteriorated under type 4 VSWTG inte-
gration during low load condition as shown in Figure 25a. Electrical power output
from both type 3 and type 4 VSWTG is reduced during frequency deviations under
low and high load disturbances as shown in Figures 24c, d and 25c, d. Respective
power set points provided by frequency controllers are shown in Figure 24e, f.
During the frequency disturbance, when electrical power support is provided from
VSWTG models, rotor speed remains above the minimum limit of 0.7 p.u. for both
types of VSWTG model as shown in Figures 24g and 25g.

The reduction in power output is highly dependent upon active power set point
algorithm based on available wind power and variable droop. Wind power calcula-
tion through manufacturer provided curve applies an oversimplified approach
where wind power is modeled primarily as the cube function of hub height wind
speed alone, while practically other factors like wind shear and turbulence are also
involved [40, 41]. Wind power forecasting involves conversion of atmospheric

Figure 23.
Comparison of frequency controllers’ response for step load change. (a) FSR mode at 1 p.u. Load disturbance.
(b) Frequency controller-I FSR response when wind power is included in algorithm. (c) FLSR during low-
frequency event. (d) Comparison of active power set point under 0.1 p.u. load disturbance. (e) FLSR response
during high-frequency event.
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forecasts into turbine power output forecasts. Inaccurate measurement and fore-
casting may highly affect wind turbine output and turbine life. 20% error in wind
speed forecasting may introduce around 41% error in wind power output [42].
Anticipation of actual wind energy at time horizon less than 1 min is hard as wind
power forecasting involves a lot of uncertainty due to spatial and temporal vari-
ability of wind fields and different forecasting tools. Accurate wind power forecasts,

Figure 24.
Type 3 VSWTG frequency-sensitive response during step load change. (a) Type 3 VSWTG frequency response
at 0.1 p.u. load disturbance. (b) Type 3 VSWTG frequency response at 1 p.u. load disturbance. (c) Type 3
VSWTG electrical power at 0.1 p.u. load disturbance. (d) Type 3 VSWTG electrical power at 1 p.u. load
disturbance. (e) Active power set point at 0.1 p.u. load disturbance for type 3 VSWTG. (f) Active power set
point at 1 p.u. load disturbance for type 3 VSWTG. (g) Type 3 VSWTG rotor speed.
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related uncertainty, and their corresponding effect on wind turbine controller are
computationally challenging and require a multiscale simulation approach [41].
Integration of wind forecasting will significantly increase the processing time of the
turbine controller.

Figure 25.
Type 4 VSWTG frequency-sensitive response during step load change. (a) Type 4 VSWTG frequency response
at 0.1 p.u. load disturbance. (b) Type 4 VSWTG frequency response at 1 p.u. load disturbance. (c) Type 4
VSWTG electrical power at 0.1 p.u. load disturbance. (d) Type 4 VSWTG electrical power at 1 p.u. load
disturbance. (e) Active power set point at 0.1 p.u. load disturbance for type 4 VSWTG. (f) Active power set
point at 1 p.u. load disturbance for type 4 VSWTG. (g) Type 4 VSWTG rotor speed.
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The generic model of type 3 and type 4 are different mainly in terms of electrical
control model and different gain values for torque controller. Type 4 VSWTG generic
model includes braking resistance which has no impact during normal frequency
disturbance, while the braking resistance absorbs excessive energy when power order
is larger than delivered energy to the grid. There is slight variation in final electrical
power order for type 3 and type 4 VSWTGwhen wind power is included in algorithm
and is shown in Figure 26. Final electrical power order is also dependent upon
internal power set points and washout filters which are shown in Figures 19 and 20.
The turbine control model sends a power order (PinpÞ to the electrical control,
requesting that the converter deliver this power to the grid. This power order is
further altered by frequency-sensitive power set point (PAPCÞ. The electrical control
may or may not be successful in implementing this power order. Figure 26a, b shows
the active power response of type 3 and type 4 VSWTG. Wind turbine final electrical
order (PeÞ initially follows the power order Pinp but then starts following the fre-
quency controller power order PAPC as soon the frequency crosses the threshold. The
washout filter power response rate limit (Wsho, orange line) transiently allows the
power order variations from the (PAPC, red) through to the final power order (Pe).
Due to the difference in torque controller gains and low-pass filter gain for type 3 and
type 4 VSWTG, a comparatively faster matching response is observed for type 4
VSWTG control, where final electrical power order Pe jumps from minimum Pinp to
maximum PAPC during frequency disturbance. Type 3 VSWTG control also closely
follows the power order PAPC during frequency disturbance. Final power order Pe

=PAPC at around 15 s for type 3 VSWTG and around 18 s for type 4 VSWTG

3.3 Comparison of frequency controller-based type 3 VSWTG model with
other frequency-sensitive models

Frequency droop model-I [43], droop model-II [44], and inertia droop model
[18] are incorporated in basic torque control loop-based type 3 VSWTG model [16]
which is shown as inset in Figure 19 for comparison with modified control loop-
based VSWG response when provided with frequency-sensitive power set point.

Figure 26.
Comparison of type 3 and type 4 VSWTG model internal power orders during frequency disturbance. (a) Type
3 VSWTG outputs at 1 p.u. load disturbance. (b) Type 4 VSWTG outputs at 1 p.u. load disturbance.
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Figure 27 gives the frequency deviation obtained from single area controlled model
with 0.1 per unit load disturbance. Due to frequency-responsive active power
support from VSWTG, a clear improvement in area frequency deviation can be
observed with proposed frequency-responsive VSWTG model integration. In single
controlled area model, low-frequency deviation and low settling time of around 30–
35 s are observed with frequency controller-based VSWTG integration. More over-
shoots and undershoots are observed for other droop-based VSWTG models and
settling time of around 45–50 s. Superiority of grid code-compatible frequency
response controllers is established through simulation results in terms of reduced
settling time, improved ROCOF, and frequency nadir point.

Rate of change of frequency after a disturbance either due to load variation or
generation imbalance is determined on the basis of system inertia and amount of
imbalance and is given as

df

dt
¼

�f 0
2Hconv

∗∆P

Sconv
(13)

The management of ROCOF is critical to maintaining power system frequency
within the frequency operating standard and to maintaining the power system in a
secure operating state. The amount of inertia required to maintain a particular
ROCOF under different contingency is proportional to the contingency size. Lower
inertia leads to a higher ROCOF. That means the frequency changes faster following
a disturbance in a power system with less synchronous generation, and this could
result in the loss of additional generation or load to arrest the frequency deviation
when it occurs. There is no TSO’s control over minimum system inertia, but ROCOF
has to be within certain limits as per grid code. ROCOF obtained under different
load disturbance scenario and 10% wind penetration is given in Figure 27c. Though
the values obtained cannot be held indicative of real-time scenario which has inter-
action between components of varying electrical characteristics, a clear improve-
ment is observed in ROCOF values for control area when proposed frequency-based
controller-based Type 3 VSWTG is integrated with hydro power plant. A more
detailed system will be required to analyze actual ROCOF changes.

Frequency nadir after any contingency is detrimental to primary frequency
regulation for maintaining system stability. The primary frequency reserve ade-
quacy criterion can be expressed as [45]

FreqNadir ¼ ∆PLoad,PrimaryFrequencyReserve, Fdbð Þ≥Freqmin, (14)

where ∆PLoad is the maximum power loss during contingency, Fdb(Hz) is the
maximum governors’ dead-band, FreqNadir is the frequency nadir after the loss of
∆PLoad, and Freqmin is the minimum frequency required. Wind power plant integra-
tion and its participation in frequency regulation services can be analyzed through
frequency nadir points achieved under different combinations. Frequency nadir
obtained for different frequency-responsive VSWTG models integrated in control
area is shown in Figure 27d. Frequency nadir point as achieved under different load
disturbance scenario indicates the superiority of grid code compatible frequency
controllers over normal droop-based VSWTG model.

An important point to notice about other three droop-controlled models is in
terms of wind plant power output during and after frequency response in LFCmodel.
Figure 27e, f shows the zoomed version of electrical power output from VSWTG
with different droop-controlled models during the initial frequency deviation in
control area. Even though a variable wind speed is applied in simulation, a constant
wind speed of 11.3 m/s is observed during approximately 20 s of frequency deviation.
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Considering a 0.1 p.u. load disturbance and VSWTG provided 0.05 p.u. active power
support, control area sees this frequency support from a machine with 3.4 s inertia
constant. This inertia constant will change to 7.17 s if 0.1 p.u. of extra support from
VSWTG is assumed. VSWTG will replace other conventional generation (having

Figure 27.
Comparison of type 3 VSWTG modified model with other droop-based models incorporated with basic VSWTG
model. (a) Frequency response of single area LFC control model for 0.1 p.u. Load disturbance, Req = 0.035 for all
cases, torque controller gains (3, 0.6), no retuning applied for torque controller in simple VSWTG models. (b)
Frequency response of single area LFC control model for 0.1 p.u. Load disturbance and Req = 0.035 in all cases,
torque controller retuned for other droop-based VSWTG models. (c) Rate of change of frequency (ROCOF)
comparison for different load change (p.u.) and 10% VSWTG penetration. (d) Frequency nadir comparison for
different load change (p.u.) and 10% VSWTG penetration. (e) Electrical power from type 3 VSWTG with no
retuning of torque controller for 0.1 p.u. Load disturbance. (f) Electrical power from type 3 VSWTG with
retuned torque controller for 0.1 p.u. Load disturbance. (g) VSWTG rotor speed variations during frequency
response. (h) VSWTG rotor speed variations during frequency response (Zoomed).
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equivalent inertia 6 s) if they provide an active power support of approximately 0.8 p.
u. during frequency excursions. It can be observed that even with same load distur-
bance and same system inertia constant for all control areas, a different frequency
response is obtained. All the three droop-based models attempt to provide increased
electrical power up to 1.2 p.u. soon after detecting the frequency drop but fail to
maintain net power output after frequency disturbance correction. Electrical power
from basic VSWTG model finally settles at 0.4 p.u. as soon as frequency improves.
This was also earlier confirmed in [16] and requires torque controller parameter
retuning for increased electrical power after temporary frequency deviations.

We can notice a clear improvement in electrical power temporary support from
VSWTG model incorporating frequency controller-I and controller-II. Following
the active power set point generation algorithm, a constant active power set point
equal to 1.01 p.u. is provided by frequency controller-I to ramp up the power during
the moments of frequency deviations. Frequency controller-II also provides an
increasing power reference set point of around 0.85 p.u. during the initial 20 s of
frequency deviation and changes according to grid requirements and available
power. VSWTG model with frequency controller-I is able to maintain electrical
power around 1.1 p.u. during moments of initial frequency deviations, while
VSWTG with frequency controller 2 has initial power drop up to 0.3 p.u. and then
starts increasing and settles at around 1.1 p.u.

Figure 27g, h shows the change in rotor speed for Type 3 VSWTG model during
frequency response in control area. All VSWTG models show reduced rotor speed
maintained approximately 0.87 p.u. during those initial moments of frequency
deviations till 20 s when extra electrical power from VSWTG is expected. Rotor
speed of type 3 VSWTG with other droop models finally settles at around 0.95 p.u.
with consequent reduced electrical output power to 0.4 p.u. Drop in rotor speed is
observed due to imbalance in mechanical and electromechanical torque when elec-
trical power is increasing for frequency controller-I and controller-II, but as soon as
frequency deviation settles, an increase in rotor speed is also observed which settles
at around 1.2 p.u. A minimum limit of 0.75 p.u. and maximum limit of 1.2 p.u. has
been imposed in current studied VSWTG model.

4. Conclusions

There is an increasing demand for frequency control ancillary services due to
high penetration of wind power plants in electrical network. This paper presented a
modeling framework for frequency dependent active power set point generation in
variable speed wind turbines and its corresponding effects on system frequency
regulation response. Individual wind turbine can be made grid code frequency
compatible by including additional active power set point generator output to the
modified torque control loop of respective turbine. Active power set point generator
applies designed power limitation on available wind power, rated turbine power,
and TSO commanded power and provides set point to turbine. A grid frequency
processor based on dynamic dead-band and moving averaged frequency filter is
used to suppress noise frequency signals from passing to active power set point
generator. Simulations were carried out for a single area control model with 10%
wind penetration. Control area frequency responses as well as integrated VSWTG’s
electrical and rotor speed responses were compared with other frequency droop-
based VSWTG model responses. Promising results in terms of improved settling
time and better electrical power and rotor speed variations during frequency
deviations were obtained for proposed frequency-responsive VSWTG model in
comparison to other common droop-inertia-based model.
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Grid processor presented in this study will be further improved and tested with
low-pass IIR filter with a resettable strategy once measured frequency enters again.
One per unit power limitation was applied in active power set point controller
which will be further tested for more realistic power commands. Frequency
response for area 1 was determined using classical linear hydraulic turbine model. It
would be interesting to investigate the area frequency response with advanced
inelastic nonlinear hydraulic turbine model interaction with frequency-responsive
wind power plants.

A. Appendix

1.LFC system parameters used in single area LFC simulation

H system Td R

6 3.7814 0.0315

Ki (for single area model) PL (p.u.) Lp (wind penetration)

�3.88 1–30% 10%

2.Droop model parameters

Inertia droop model: low-pass filter constant, 0.1 s; K inertia, 2*H wind; high-pass filter constant, 1 s; K

droop, 0.0315

Droop model-I: low-pass filter constant, 0.01 s; washout filter constant, 6 s; droop, 0.0315

Droop model 2: low-pass filter constant, 0.2 s; K droop, 0.0315

3.Frequency grid processor parameters

Prefilter constant, 0.5 s; trend generator/filter constant, 8 s; upper dead-band, 0.015

Lower dead-band, 0.001; post filter constant, 0.5 s; droop, 0.0315

4.VSWTG parameters (differences are highlighted in bold)

Type 3 VSWTG (modified torque loop) with frequency

response controller

Type 3 VSWTG (basic torque loop) with

droop controllers

Aerodynamic model:

Cp λ, θð Þ ¼ C1
C2

λi
� C3θ � C4

� 	

e
�C5
λi þ C6λ

1
λi
¼ 1

λþ0:08θ �
0:035
θ3þ1

c1 = 0.5176, c2 = 116, c3 = 0.4, c4 = 5, c5 = 21, and

c6 = 0.0068

Pitch controller, Kpp = 150, Kip = 25; pitch angle

limitation, 0–27°

Pitch compensation: Kpc = 3, Kic = 30

Inputs: PAPC, Pinp

Low-pass filter 2 time constant: 0.3 s

Torque controller: Kptrq = 3, Kitrq = 0.6

Low-pass filter 4 time constant: 60s

Power limitation: 0.04–1.1 p.u.

Washout filter constant: 1.0 s

Gen/converter model:

Maximum current limitation: 1.1 p.u.

Low-pass filter 3: 0.02 s

Aerodynamic model:

-Same

Pitch controller: same

Angle limitation: same

Pitch compensation, same; Inputs, Pref = 1,

Pinp

Torque controller: Kptrq, �271.5; Kitrq,

�310.7

Low-pass filter (TC) constant: 5 s

Power limitation: same

Washout filter not present

Gen/converter model:

Maximum current limitation: 1.1

Low-pass filter: 0.02
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Type 4 VSWTG has all the same

parameters as that of Type 3 VSWTG

Electrical control:

Ebst (p.u.), 0.2; Kdbr, 10

Torque controller: Kptrq = 0.3,

Kitrq = 0.1

Low-pass filter time constant: 4 s

Type 4 basic VSWTG model has all the same parameters as

that of modified loop-based type 4 VSWTG model except

Pitch compensator taking Pref = 1 as input

Low-pass filter time constant: 0.05 s
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